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2 Discrete-time

VSS under bounded
disturbances

Abstract
Discrete-time
VSS control algorithms proposed in [l5] are analyzed for the controlled plant influenced by
deterministic or stochastic disturbances of bounded intensity.

For both

steady-state

cases, the bounds

performance

for transient

are obtained

Consider the linear discrete-time plant
z~+l=Aq+Bu~+Dq~,

h= 1,2, . . .

(1)

and

where $k E R“, ‘UhC RI are the state vector and scalar
input, respectively, ~k E RnV is the disturbances vector
which is supposed to be bounded:

for minimum-

phase plants.

(2)

= 1,2,...

Ilpkll < Ap,k

1 Introduction

Define the discrete-time VSS controller es in [2,4]:
uk = –(CB)-l[CAzk

In papers [1-5], a new approach to design of robust
and adaptive VSS controllers was proposed. This approach is based on the concepts of “sliding sector”
and “/3 - equivalent control”. An important problem
is performance of new control systems under disturbances. In [5] the robustness of the new discrete-time
VSS controllers was examined under input (additive)
disturbances with known linear internal model and under bounded
However,
still

parametric

(multiplicative)

the case of additive

(3)

where 1 > ]/3[>0,
Sk=CXkER1.

(4)

Auxiliary control Zk is defined w
~k

=

disturbances.

unknown

– @~ – z~]

o,
{ ‘fO(S&@k)lZkl,

Iskl s ‘(zk)

Iskl > d(zk),

(5)

disturbances

has not been investigated.
The stability

In the present paper some algorithms

proposed

in [l-

5] are analyzed for the controlled plant influenced by
deterministic
or stochastic
disturbances
of bounded
intensity.
In the former case, disturbances
are sup-

be stable, where

to MIMO

W(A)

plants.

@(A)

In Section 2 the state-feedback discrete-time VSS controller is introduced following [2.4] and the performance
bounds for uniformly bounded disturbance are established. In Section 3 similar results for the disturbances
bounded in the mean square sense are formulated. In
the Conclusions some further results are outlined.
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=

C(M – A)-l B

=

det(~l – A).

Let 1~1< ~, where i = rna%{lJll,
are zeros of the polynomial C(A).

IA21,...,

IL-11},

A

Then for any c >0,
such that ~ + c < 1 the state of system (l)-(5) satisfies
inequality

where the constant C, >0
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of system (l)-

theorem.

C(A) = W(A)CY(A)

square. For both cases, the bounds for transient and
steady-state
performance
are obtained for minimumThe results are also extended

properties

in the following

Theorem 1 Let the undisturbed plant (1) be minimum
phase with respect to output sk, i.e. the polynomial

posed to be uniformly bounded.
In the latter case,
the disturbances are assumed to bounded in the mean

phase plants.

and performance

(5) are formulated

C, D.

4599

depends on matrices A, B,

4 Conclusions

The proof employs the ideas of the proof of the theorem
1 [4] and the following key lemma.
Lemma 1 Consider linear discrete-time
system
xk+l = Axh + Buk , .$k = ~xk

controllable

with transfer junction

B = ~

system
ities

W(J)

(7)2s minimum

= C(~I–A)-l

phase,

We have derived hard bounds for both transient and
steady-state behavior of discrete-time VSS control systems. The following extensions of the above results can
be obtained similarly to the theorems of sections 2,3.

(7)

and sk satisfies

l!

inequal-

1. The tracking problem for the plants described by
transfer functions (or difference equations)
A(q-l)yk

Iskl< l/31klsc)l+A,l@l < ~ =

In~XIAil,

(8)

where Ji are zeros of polynomial C(J), then for any
.s > O,such that ~ + &< 1 there exists Re such that zk
satisjies the inequality:

= q-~B(q-l)Uk

(13)

+ ~k

can be treated in similar way to Theorems 1,2 after
transforming the plant into the state space form (l).
The bounds for tracking error ek = yk – rk can be
obtained, using e.g.(18) of [5] (see also [2,3]).
Note that extension to the case of self-tuning control
of disturbed plant is not straightforward.
To deal with
self-tuning

(9)
Remark 1 Similar result is valid for 1~1> ~. In this
case the amount ~ + & should be replaced by 191, and
c >0

chosen

to satisfy inequality

~ + e < l/31

discrete-time

2.

The VSS approach

maybe

one may intro-

extended

ear discrete-time plants using method
inequalities [7.8].

3 Discrete-time VSS under stochastic
disturbances, bounded in mean square

like in the

to the nonlin-

of recursive goal
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